
Urban farming

Design approaches 
to enhance the 

aesthetic value of 
urban farms

The module is realized in the frame of the project "Enhanced
Skills and COmpetences in European Studies for Landscape
ARchitects, environmental
specialists and managers“ (project number: 611545-EPP-1-2019-
1-RU-EPPJMO-MODULE), Erasmus+ Jean Monnet Actions.
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Designing Urban Agriculture is about the intersection of ecology, design, and 
community. Showcasing projects and designers from around the world who are 
forging new paths to the sustainable city through urban agriculture landscapes, it 
creates a dialogue on the ways to invite food back into the city and pave a path to 
healthier communities and environments

“Don't forget aesthetics. It's important for urban farm sites to be attractive. For 
example, consider including handmade art in the form of signs and mosaics”, - Dr. 
David de la Peña
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Aesthetics value can be defined as theory of the level of beauty of a
certain natural resources

Assessment of visual pleasure experienced in outdoor spaces is an
important issue in landscape research and often contributes to
landscape aesthetics
Landscape aesthetics originates from the whole landscape and the
feelings generated by the viewer
Scientists define landscape aesthetics as the visual satisfaction
derived from a viewed landscape
Kant relates landscape aesthetics to feelings of disinterested
pleasure based on visual properties of objects

There is a strong link between landscape aesthetic experience and
the visual quality of the landscape
‘Visual quality’ is an aesthetic perfection of a landscape
A reliable assessment of a landscape depends on viewer’s
personality as well as visual data obtained from a place

Sources: Slater, 2006, Beza, 2010, Richard & Gobster, 1990
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Plants are regarded as one of the most
important components that influence viewers’
perception of landscapes
Planting design practices can make a real
difference in landscape aesthetic when visual
properties and basic design principles are well
accomplished. With the help of planting design
principles, designers can influence viewers’
perception and their aesthetic satisfaction
Landscape aesthetics can be evaluated through
formal aesthetics and symbolic aesthetics
Formal aesthetics is concerned with formal
sensate properties of a whole such as order,
rhythm, repetition, harmony and is assumed that
forms have pleasing effects for the viewer during
the perceptual process
Formal aesthetics is related to design principles
which provide geometrical structure of the
environment and is evaluated through Gestalt
theory
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The relationships between planting design, Gestalt theory, and formal aesthetics

Source: Yilmaz et al. 2018
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Landscape architecture firms that have Urban 
Agriculture Design on their shortlist of services 
offered

1. HB Lanarc – Vancouver & Nanimo, BC
Located on Canada’s west coast, 
this landscape architecture firm 
concentrates on sustainability, 
focusing on ways to design the 
“ecologically resilient, and 
prosperous communities” of 
tomorrow
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2. Grow Studio – New York, NY

Project ”The Urban Farming Food Chain” is a series of 
vertical growing spaces in the city, which create a 
continuous harvest of fruits and veggies
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3. Urban Edge Studio and Crop Up
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LITERATURE ON DESIGNING URBAN AGRICULTURE
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SOME APPROACHES

Building-integrated vegetation – green-walls, roofs

Water features in landscape
Mimicking natural ecosystems

On-site cafes or nearby food carts
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”Don’t overlook the importance of appearance! 

Create beauty and integrate art 

Celebrate the hand-made 

Create experiences – How do people arrive? 

What do they see along the way? ”, - Dr. David 

de la Peña
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Design your own Urban Farming project

v What is the purpose of your project?

v What elements should be included?
v Start with general use areas – how are they related?

v Don’t forget the beauty, the art, and the experience
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